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About This Content

Crusader Kings II: Horse Lords is the ninth expansion for the best-selling strategy RPG Crusader Kings II, and offers
expanded gameplay based around the dynamic and vibrant nomadic cultures of the Eurasian steppes.

Introducing new systems and game mechanics such as a new government form as well as the possibility of having tributary
states, this expansion will also provide you with the opportunity to saddle up and build your empire from horseback.

Expanding and controlling trade on the ancient Silk Road in order to finance your conquests is an option - but beware - others
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will also try to gain control of these lucrative routes, and enemy raiders may try to destroy your trade posts if you don’t guard
them well.

Can you build a Pax Mongolica and dominate Eurasia, connecting East and West under your rule and creating a new era of
prosperity? Or will you be the terrible sword that swats down what others have built, crushing all in your path?

The time has come to take the reins of history and become the Great Khan!

Main features:

New Central Asian cultures: Tarim Basin and large parts of Mongolia added to map.

Nomadic government available for steppe cultures. These function in a radically different way from sedentary societies -
you manage populations instead of holdings, and armies are raised based on population size. Also, the ruler’s power must
be balanced against the interests of the various Clans within the realm (Clans are not normal vassals, but rather distinct
families and factions within the nomad group).

Over a hundred new events add extra color and flair to the Steppes and Central Asia.

Non-nomadic rulers will have special options for combating nomads, such as constructing forts in wild enemy lands.

The Silk Road, with corresponding dynamic trade mechanics and conflicts.

New nomad mercenaries. Send your unruly sons or brothers away as soldiers of fortune.

Landless raiding adventurers may appear and harass a region for a time or try to conquer land and settle.

New diplomacy option: Tributary States.
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buy the game when it is on sale. a good game that reminds you of the old atari game. Easy to play and to pass the time by. BEST
♥♥♥♥ING GAME. One simple word. Meow.. Awful.

Broken FMV's, terrible gameplay, inexplicable deaths, no development support.

AND YOU CANT EVEN START THE GODDAMN GAME WITHOUT (acting like) DOWNLOADING RIP TRILOGY.

These devs can go ♥♥♥♥ themselves, whatever they're doing with their lives.. Really difficult to review but i'll give it a go, the
game has everything i want in an RPG, progression, farming, bosses, exploration, talents etc.

But it's just not fun, i don't know why, i just don't feel immersed, i don't want to grind, i just don't want to play it, i sit down and
i look at a game that has everything i want and i simply want to just do somthing else.

I'd still give it a 8/10 and it's definately worth trying, but personally i just couldn't get into it. i had to force myself to play the
little amount of it i did.. 10/ ♥♥♥♥ing Dumb.
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Honestly I'm just not that into it. Game plays like classic Pac-Man with a couple of power-ups. I got 15 floors in before I
realized I'd pretty well seen everything the game has to offer. Maybe as an arcade game or a quick time-waster, but those aren't
really my kinds of things.. Best game I've played so far. An incredibly fun, imaginitive blend of Roguelikes and Pac-Man style
'maze chase' arcade games. Charming graphics, great music and sound effects. Truly not to be missed, especially at such a low
price!

Gameplay footage: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UtUHdB8MmPc. Graphics are pretty good,control is clear and
comfortable,this game let me immerse in a world of middle ages pirate.Recommended.. This game is a wonderful game concept
and a great start. I will absolutely be coming back as this updates. I have recorded a three part series and a few notes to Devs at
the end of the third.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/pdE0IVHBMhI
https:\/\/youtu.be\/mSKp59fRorU
https:\/\/youtu.be\/ibEOMQXvXjA
I hope to see this game fully made :). There are a lot of things that bug me with this game. The biggest is the pathetically small
area's that count as a tile on a map , Its 2015 , pc hardware can handle a lot more then what your giving us. On top of that you
have to stand on a circle to even proceed to the next area on the map , who knows how long that will take if your playing with
randoms. The whole game just seems rushed and does not have much content to explore , skill trees are pretty basic , ui and
item management is pretty bad. More ambiant sound and sound effects would do this game a major improvement aswell. Its not
the worst game ever , I just think it needs more time in development.. A little gem, offers much more than its price would
suggest. so far works fine with good frame rates even on top quality.
shame it doesnt offer controler suport maybe that will be added at a later date.. Thinky, mathy. Really a phone app. But not bad..
That was horrible. I can't stress enough how boring this game was. Even though I was told it was only a half-hour long, I couldn't
make it all the way through.

On top of being boring, the graphics are poor.

The worst part was the movement scheme. The camera wobbles around so much that playing for fifteen minutes made both
myself and my girlfreind nauseous.

Beware

. what a pile of Sh-t game it does not work on windows at all and tbh steam should kill this game on the store but they wont
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